Submission of Requests

1. The protocol of rectifications and modifications to be drawn up at the Tenth Session will contain modifications to the Schedules resulting from negotiations under Article XXVIII and action taken under special authorizations by the CONTRACTING PARTIES. Among those which should be incorporated in the protocol are modifications to Schedule II, Section D (Netherlands Antilles) and Schedule XXXVII (Turkey) resulting from the "sympathetic consideration" negotiations and adjustments of specific duties in Schedule XXXII (Austria) and Schedule XXIV (Finland). The protocol will also contain any rectifications to the Schedules which are required.

2. In order that a draft protocol may be prepared before the opening of the session, governments are requested to send to the secretariat not later than 30 September a consolidated list of the modifications which will become effective before the close of the Tenth Session, and any rectifications desired. This list should be prepared in a form suitable for inclusion in the protocol (see model in Annex).

3. Delegations are requested to supply the secretariat with the translations in the non-authentic language in order that a draft corrigendum to the non-authentic texts can be prepared without delay. This is particularly important on this occasion because of the magnitude of the changes involved.
ANNEX

MODEL FOR PREPARATION OF TEXTS FOR THE
FIFTH PROTOCOL OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

SCHEDULE XXXX - RURITANIA

The Government of Ruritania requests that the following modifications and rectifications be included in the Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications to be drawn up at the Tenth Session.

SCHEDULE XXXX - RURITANIA (GENEVA)

*Item 1111

This item shall read:


SCHEDULE XXXX - RURITANIA (ANNECY)

Item 2222

This item shall read:


ETC.

Notes:

1. The asterisk (*) should be used, for the convenience of contracting parties in examining the draft texts, to indicate rectifications so that these will be readily distinguishable from modifications resulting from action under Article XXVIII or other appropriate procedures.

2. Where the replacement of an entire schedule is involved the text should read:

SCHEDULE XXXX - RURITANIA

The existing text of Geneva (or Annecy, or Torquay) Schedule XXX shall be replaced by the following:

"SCHEDULE XXXX - RURITANIA

This Schedule is authentic only in the _____ language

PART I

Most-Favoured-Nation Tariff

............ETC. ............"